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About This Game

Basketball Hoop  - Is a game in which the player needs to hit the basketball Hoop with a soccer ball! In this game you will not
throw the ball and kick it! To get the ball into the basketball Hoop - you need to properly control the computer mouse! Because,
to hit weaker-you need to keep the left mouse button pressed for a long time, and to stronger, then you need to quickly release

the left mouse button. The game has 18 levels and each level will be a different position from where you will hit the ball.

Key feature:
 - 18 levels

 - An unusual way to play with a basketball ring
 - 18 achievements

 - Realistic size of basketball court and basketball Board.
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From the little time i've played i can say that it's bad. This game has bad voice acting and the first thing you notice when you
start the game they say ''So, you want to hear a story eh?'' Just like they did in Borderlands and it's the same style with the
drawings. For being a 2D game the camera is, i was just doing what the game told me to do, fighting enemies and then there was
i guy i missed because the camera decided to go behind some car that was smoking so you couldn't see anything because of the
smoke and that should not happen in a game were you cannot choose were the camera should be. Also you're playing as a ninja
who looks like he belongs in a cartoon show and the enemies are completely different know that they are both human. Graphics
are bad for being a game from 2014/2015 they could've done it better. Gameplay is weird there is not too much to do except
going forward jumping (kinda parkour-ish) and just hitting one button to attack.
Not worth full price definitely not. This is my first serious kinda review so sorry if it's not good i'm not use to these things.
. This game has a very interesting theme and I would recomend you play it.

10\/10. Tonight I sat down to play the Spatials for the first time. Before I knew it, six hours had passed and it was 1:30am.

This game is a really interesting mix of elements, like a cross between Xcom and Dwarf Fortress. There's roster management,
loot and leveling, resource management, base decoration, production management, all tied up with non-distracting visuals that
nevertheless reward you as you unlock new items for your base and your officers.

Thumbs up!. No reason to miss this character.. I had a lot of fun with this otome. My feelings were mixed regarding this DLC at
the first sight. I had trouble playing with it, there were many glitches and the game crashed many times. Picking up the game
after 1 or 2 weeks the glitches were gone and the crashes stopped happening and I had no trouble playing this since then.

I have to be amazed by the detail and quality Halycon Media delivers to this platform. On day routes 25-35 and 15-45 the line
you have to drive on alternates each turn which adds up to the simulation experience and makes it more realistic. There are also
nice, long routes involving driving on motorways and narrow roads of small villages. The night routes are introducing another set
of experiences by combining the stops of different routes as well as introducing new stops along the way.

The bus itself is rather easy to handle. With the predefined camera positions you are able to oversee the boarding of the
passengers, check for oncoming traffic in intersections and before merging lanes. The on-board computer is easy to use, the
announcements are loud and clear. I'm properly amazed by the fact that the destination displays are going to energy saving mode
a few minutes after you pull the ignition key out.

There are some minor issues however which I need to list here. I imagine it's for the sake of performance but there are only a
few AI cars driving on the streets and they are behaving like idiots on the motorways - stepping on the brakes, merging lanes,
etc.

Also, with the settings I'm currently using there are no trams or light-rail vehicles on the map. I don't know whether they are
included or not but it would be nice to have those too since there are many stops on the map where your virtual passengers can
change to light-rail lines.

If you like driving in big cities as well as in small villages and love the atmosphere of Germany you will love this one.. As s
single player FPS, it's okay. The most fun I had with this game, was playing with friends. Every game is better with friends. The
bot's are not bad as well. If you got a couple friends and like arena shooters, you will have fun with this game.. What and
absolute piece of crap, its so bad it would be hilarious if it werent for the 70 cents i wasted buying this abomination.
After seeing all the negative reviews i though, come on, it cant be THAT bad, well, i was wrong.
Seriously dont buy it, go and emulate advance wars instead.
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This game's first review here on Steam... gets a disappointing 44% and a NOT RECOMMENDED.

First off, I have to say that this game when installed takes up a massive 18.7 GB of hard drive space! That's a lot of content for
the small price tag for sure!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TJcVq_OewiM&feature=youtu.be

However, the game is so far from being a complete and fun game and has so many bugs and glitches, that a 44% is actually
giving this game a lot of credit, mostly based on its low price. A closer score to how good the game actually is without
considering its price at all is probably a 1 out of 10. It's just not good.

Problems experienced with this game in my short time with it:

- The world is just way too big and boring. There is nothing that make you feel any desire to explore the world as it just all looks
randomly put together with no purpose and seems rushed.

- Loot crates, doors, and other items which you supposedly can interact with are way too finicky. Not only do you have to have
your character on the exact right pixel, but you also need to have your character facing a perfect angle and it seems to vary from
object to object. ..Super frustrating and annoying!

- Guns take a ridiculous 15-20 seconds to reload, and in combat is both tedius and frustrating, robbing any enjoyment that this
game might have been able to offer.

- Glitches and graphical bugs are way too numerous to count. Enemies will sink into the ground, appear below you or spawn in
random locations. Special effects lag the game at times and cause it to feel very laggy even though it's a single player game not
connected online.

- The music and buzzing in the background quickly becomes mind numbing and annoying, so much so that I found myself
wanting to just turn off your speakers while playing.

I do however see a lot of potential in this game, and I hope the developer continues to work on it to make it a more complete
and more enjoyable game for his customers.

Not recommended.. when I first saw this web page on steam a couple of years ago Enola had a High negative review rate. With
some very bad reviews . The number one complaint being that the game was not what the reviewer was expecting and the
second complaint being that the reviewer was unable to get past a certain area . In the game . This I can understand as the
promotional video for the game seems to show cut scenes and is not representative of actual game play . However The game
developer seems to have been working very hard to try to help people with his game and he did something most game
developers do not do he left access to the developers panel in the game . Which makes it very easy to get through.
 The story of the game is that you are Enola. angelicas lesbian lover You are traveling through her mind and the pain of her past
to find her.

Lets talk about game play

what you will be doing through most of the game is trying to find the key or lever for to the door for the next area or to solve the
puzzle to lead you into the next area. There are a couple of enemy's that are easy to deal with. The challenge of this game is to
get through the various obstacles and solve the puzzles to advance to the next section .Warning some of the puzzles are Math
based . If like me you hate math you may not find this enjoyable. Throughout the game you learn more and more about angelica
through lamps that you pick up. Each of which has words that are attributed to a character in angelicas life there are various
possible endings based upon choices you make in the game . You can also unlock various costumes for Enola
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Nudity and Graphic content

 Yes there is female nudity in this game But the nudity is not there to be sexually arousing. But to show horror and venerability

 The following scene does not appear at any time in this game To give you an idea as to how the nudity looks in this game .
Imagine that you are a homeless person and you wonder into a back ally where a garbage bin is at the back of a sex toy shop .
You look on the ground and lying next to the bin is what looks like a nude woman . On closer examination you see that it is one
of those sex dolls The sex doll it is covered in rat excrement and cockroaches are crawling in and out of its orifices . You can
see the sex doll looked good at one time. But it is now nothing but a peace of silicone plastic trash . That is what the nudity looks
like in this game .

In the last few hours of playing Enola I was so frustrated I was going to give it a negative review. Had trouble gettiing past some
blades.
This is not an easy game to get through . However if you read the game guide on this sight it makes the process much faster

having said that my recommendation for this game is to pick it up on sale. If you feel you will like the game play as described
above .. Another aesthetic pack that came with the Croft Edition.

This is the only DLC that comes a pickaxe modification, making it one of the better ones as you'll actually use that upgrade no
matter what - it's the only one!

Still, I refuse to recommend aesthetic packs like this unless they're absolutely incredible.. This is an insult towards the original
game. They took a really nice concept and a fun game (that definitely needed some modernizing but didnt need any changin in
other aspects) and stripped it down to a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mobile game. There is almost no challenge,
the sound concept is nice in the first place, but doesnt compare to the old one an dgets really unnerving after some time and
finally there is almost no content. You are through in less than 4-5 hours, also a result of the mobile makeover.

Its just a fraction of what the original was and definitely not worth the full price, maybe for like a buck when its on sale.. Well,
it's 1am and I've now been playing this game for the last 3 hours. It is completely addictive. The desire to beat my previous score
and get that next upgrade is huge. In comparison to some similar shooters I have played in the past I actually feel that what I do
makes a difference and I'm not just randomly shooting.

Excellent stuff.

Highly reccommended.. this game is just not good -_-. After numerous playthroughs the game remains fun. A great variety of
factions are available, though sadly many interesting ones are DLC only (ex most greek states). I've sunk 500h into it and haven't
played all of them yet.
AI buggy at times, but to casual players not enough to be a problem.
Replay value is decent. You can repeat the same faction with different strategies and come to interesting conclusions.
I personally experience lots of crashes and freezes which can be immersion breaking, but honestly this could be my older laptop.
Overall I keep enjoying it, and will likely spend a lot of time into it.. For $2.99 I would say its ok for for $14.99 I would say no
way. This game is pretty mudane. Moving snow from the same spot almost everytime and marshling aircraft from the same spot
almost everytime. Only buy this game when it's on sale as it is not worth the full price they are asking.
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